
P2’s BOLO Production Accounting is a production tracking solution that handles daily and monthly data 
capture, daily and monthly allocations and reporting, State and Federal regulatory reporting, offshore/
onshore capabilities, and management reporting for mid-tier U.S. E&P companies.

Producing Efficiency
Tracking production volumes is imperative to making quick operational decisions. Yet, tracking a 
company’s production means more than measuring how much oil and gas is produced. 

With the BOLO Production system, volumes that had been tracked and allocated using spreadsheets are 
captured and monitored in a dynamic database. Critical production information is available for proactive 
decision-making. What’s more, the volumes are integrated with revenue and can be used to generate 
sales. BOLO Production’s seamless approach to production tracking enables you to record a volume 
once and have it flow through the system, meeting the needs of production, revenue accounting and 
compliance reporting.
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Growth-Oriented Companies
BOLO is used by nearly two hundred oil and gas companies from startups to some of the top energy 
companies in the United States. It was built for growth-oriented companies and is scalable to meet 
today’s needs and tomorrow’s demands. Designed for companies with U.S. properties, BOLO provides 
the tools necessary to meet the most stringent requirements including GAAP and SOX requirements.

Benefits

• Sets up complex gathering systems to support multi-tiered allocations.

• Connects easily to the leading economic/reserves analysis software packages.

• Boosts efficiency using streamlined data entry or imports of daily and monthly information.

• Uses production volumes in financial and management reports as well as in revenue to confirm 
accurate cash receipts.

• Systematically handles production regulatory reports.

Features

• Captures all pertinent data associated with  
the well completion.

• Allocates monthly or daily using effective  
dated setups.

• Automatically feeds production volumes to 
the Revenue Distribution system and the GL 
to provide revenue processing and JIB cost 
allocations based on those volumes.

• Ties all equipment to specific wells.

• Eliminates allocation computed in complex 
spreadsheets.

• Builds customized reports quickly and easily.

• Accesses production volumes for all financial  
and management reports.

Contact P2 Energy Solutions, info@P2energysolutions.com, for more information or for a demonstration.
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BOLO’s Production Accounting solution handles daily 
and monthly data capture, daily and monthly allocations 
and reporting, regulatory reporting and more.


